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I. INTRODUCTION

In 2011, "the Ministry of Education and Ministry of Finance on the" Twelfth Five Year Plan "period to implement" the undergraduate teaching quality and teaching reform "opinion" and "the implementation of opinions" of the Ministry of education of national high-quality course construction requirements: To firmly establish the initiative for the social service consciousness, to carry out a full range of services. Occupation education resources such as the exemplary major should be opened training base, professional model, famous teachers and classes, high-quality courses etc. So they can provide the occupation education and skill training for all types of students.

Higher requirement was put forward to college for the actively serve the society by recently policy. The requirement of the opening teaching resource is very clear and specific. It’s necessary to develop the occupational career education to provide the excellent teaching resource to satisfy the demand of the teaching reform.

II. CURRENT DEMAND

A. Demand Of high-quality resource occupation career education of college students

It has a history of one hundred years of abroad that the occupation career education has formed a special theoretical system by putting forward to the theory concept and completing it. The domestic universities also gradually introducing foreign occupation career planning theory and occupation career guidance thought, few universities set up the occupation career guidance center in the school, providing career guidance comprehensive service to students. The college students’ career guidance is still in the primary stage in the theory and practice by the relatively started late since the late of economic system reform.

College students pay more attention to the self occupation career development and more management, they aware of the importance of the establishment of their own development goal, they are glad to establishment of long-time development target and table by thinking about the relationship of future ideal occupation and their major.

The aim of the occupation and career education is to stimulate students’ occupation career development consciousness, to establish a correct concept of employment and to guide students to construct their own occupation career planning by understanding the relationship between their major and their future occupation, so they can respond to their future career. It’s a logical starting of the occupation career education resources to provide quality products for the increasing urgent demand, it’s also an urgent requirement of college should output the excellent occupation career education so it can satisfy the demand of students’ and the society by college education system and training system and the guidance system in network monitoring management sharing platform. The colleges should take the open to the society boutique resources occupation career education as their mission and responsibility.

B. Demand of college occupation career education teaching and practice teaching reformUnits

Occupation career planning education in China has just started pushing by the National Ministry in order to
comply with the requirements of the socialist market economy and is currently in the perceptual stage of development. The development path of occupation career planning education is along with the knowledge education-quality education-choosing a career and obtains employment-innovation-entrepreneurship education.

Study of the occupation career planning education is transiting from analysis of the concept, origin, expounding the importance of education to education, teaching, principle, method, path and pattern. We should take through the problems of current college occupation and career planning education and actively explore the contraction of sharing system of college students’ career planning education. To set the guidance from the specialized agencies, establish the professional guidance teachers, promote the sharing platform service full coverage of the network, set up the course system of the scientific and reasonable construction, set up a complete career planning theory and practice teaching system and carry out a occupation career planning education of whole process, personalized, marketing so put forward the effective path of college students’ occupation career planning education sharing system.

The high-quality resource sharing system of occupation career education is the need of cultivating excellent applied and technical talent; it’s a very important part of the talent training and practicing system. It’s irreplaceable in guiding students to link theory with practice, raising the students’ practical ability and innovation ability. The construction of high-quality resource sharing system of occupation career education will effectively promote the reform of experiment teaching content, teaching system, teaching method and means. It’s very important to improve the quality of students and raise more high level occupation skill talents.

III. COLLEGE HIGH-QUALITY RESOURCE OF OCCUPATION CAREER EDUCATION SYSTEM REFORM

In recent years, Japanese universities take a curriculum reform according to the school and professional characteristics. Such as the Mustachio University established occupation career education curriculum system composed of occupation career education pandect which including the basic course, self understanding course and social understanding course, and single theory which involving professional courses in all fields.

In addition, University and society courses of the Hokkaido University, occupation and self realization course selection of Hiroshima University, Wakayama University occupation society and qualification system course. Students of these universities master the basic knowledge of society and social skills which can help students better understand the social and adapt society.

The opening occupation career course resource construction and operation showing a variety patterns and ways which beginning to “open education” upgrading in America. Open occupation career education resources construction mode, application mode and operation develop from displaying their teaching resources to provide network course for teaching, continuing education and the social learning. Those schools that open to all the occupation career course syllabus and teaching plan on the website are supervising the quality of curriculum autonomy with the simple and effective way. The construction of the domestic occupation career education excellent resources system should draw lessons from foreign occupation career education mature theory teaching and practice teaching system, here take my school as an example to explore sharing constitute and reform of system resources occupation career education quality.

A. Background of the quality occupation career education resource sharing system reform

The development of occupation career education is an important way to promote economic development, promoting employment, improve people’s livelihood and a key to ease the contradiction between labor supply and demand structures.

Occupation career education focus on the occupation skill and employment ability and students’ occupation moral. The regulations is employee based on the training, to establish and perfect the theory and practice of occupation career education system and encouraging graduates continuing learning, to improve the employment ability of graduate’s occupation and broaden the channel of continue learning.

B. Contents of the quality occupation career education resource sharing system reform

Occupation career education excellent resource sharing system reform is to improve the teaching resource center and occupation career education training center for students, as shown in figure 1.
simulation experiment training system, database system, operation system, online self testing examination system, teaching software and other auxiliary resources also should be developed.

The second, the constriction of students’ career planning education training center should involve laboratory and some sets of experimental instruments. There should set occupation career planning simulation training room, recruitment and interview simulation training room, training room, combat simulation of entrepreneurship students innovative thinking ability of training room, training room, ERP sand table simulation training room, student venture evaluation of students' innovative combat simulation training room, training room in the center.

IV. RESULTS

A. To develop a new high-quality college career education sharing system

The new high-quality college career education sharing system namely to take the course construction, teachers team construction, evaluation system establishment, practice training implementation, network sharing service as a whole. The five factors mutual support and complement each other that the curriculum structure is the guidance, the teachers’ team construction is pilot and security, job evaluation is a means, practice is the carrier, network service is the developing direction, they are with strong scientific and practical in practice.

The aim is to guide the students to understand the method of occupation career planning, guide the students to plan their occupation career in advance during the college, to adapt to the social development and changes in every aspect of the occupation target, comprehensive quality, mental status, to definite the occupation development goals so to prepare a adequate knowledge and skills according to their own development goals, then they can master career skills and techniques and improve the skills and social cognitive ability through the system in order to get a space for one person in the fierce occupation post the competition.

At the same time, network tutoring should be taken to the students about the working process of the occupation career development, and try to achieve beneficial for college graduates occupation career self-monitoring, self management and self development.

B. To improve the occupation career education theory teaching and practice system

In theory teaching, occupation career education should introduce "six dynamic teaching mode", that means the task driven, teaching, interest drive, transmission affects reflection, practice, operation pull linkage. The six dynamic teaching mode is through the arrangement of each class is reasonable in theory in the teaching content to make the students understand the teaching task to improve the teaching content, teachers should know about the knowledge and skills students should master before the class in the teaching process through each course. Teachers should ensure the students fully integrate into the class and try to increase interest in learning. Teachers should profound consideration about each class so can reflect the learning effect, after the completion of the theoretical teaching for students, lead them to actively participate in practice, such as through the occupation career planning course book design to help students better understand the content of the course. Each time after the class teachers should arrange necessary homework, teachers provide students with regular counseling and coaching through the network so can help them solving the practical problems and understanding the next course content so let the students prepare the next course. Colleges should put the occupation career education with professional education and comprehensive quality education for improving their employment and entrepreneurship capacity.

In addition, colleges should strengthen the education practice, highlight the effectiveness, improve the teaching practical ability, innovation ability and the ability of teaching reflection. The basic resources course should be completed construct, while develop the distinctive curriculum resource. By the form of career training, human-computer interaction, micro teaching, experience to explore the development rules of occupation career and construct the characteristic occupation education practice teaching system to provide the conditions to the graduates in the occupation career management to facilitate the timely monitoring and evaluation in the work.

The establishment of the education system, not only can provide a high level experimental teaching and academic competition platform for college students, it also provide the open network environment so the college graduates can better manage their occupation career, at the same time, it also provides the scientific research and test platform for teachers, provide the necessary conditions for the discipline construction, lay a solid foundation for the cultivation of high quality technical talents of application.

C. C.To build a professional teachers guidance and students’ self-management

Through the assistant of the counselors, students can actively planning career self cognition research and formulate reasonable career planning, finally they get the self adjustment ability and finally promote students’ career development goal activity.

The aim is guide the students to survey the internal relationship between occupation and life development by a wild field of vision and evaluate the various development resources the students owned so they can confirm how to select and plan their occupations so to realize the effective interaction by promoting the development of individual autonomy between the individual and society.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Obviously, through the occupation career education sharing quality resources system introduced to the college can change the single training method of current training such as myopic, narrow, single training method and complete students’ comprehensive development.

At the same time, we can better guide the college students’ occupation career development by improving the college high-quality occupation career planning education sharing system and complete current fragmented, isolated, the fault type of student management system, so to realize the continuous information and sharing, can make better career development counseling for students, let them have
a clear plan for their own career development, to help students to clear their own position, so they can find a suitable location in the future work and life.
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